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Abstract. The formal theory of the methodology is developed and illustrated with one example: 
sorting an array of numbers into ascending order. 
1. Introduction 
This is the second in a series of two papers. The first [20] motivates and describes 
the methodology informally, and illustrates it with programming examples. Here 
we develop the formalism and present one example, sorting an array a[0 . . n] of 
numbers into ascending order, in detail. Both papers are condensed from the 
author’s Ph.D. thesis [19]. 
2. Notation 
We use the logical operations A (and), v (or), - (not), 1 (implication), = 
(equivalence), and quantifiers /j\i (for all i) and Vi (there exists i). N denotes the 
natural numbers, R the real numbers. 
Program properties are described in the weakest precondition calculus. The 
weakest precondition for statement S with respect to postcondition R (introduced 
as wp(S, R) in [l, 21) is here denoted SIR}. We sometimes index statements, e.g., 
Sindex Or aSSertiOnS, e.g., Rindexs The subscripted weakest precondition is written 
SIR bndex. Carefully distinguish S{R}indexy S{Ri”d,,}y and Si,d,ca{R}! 
R & is predicate R with every free occurrence of variable x replaced by expression 
E. Rz,“;::::r& is R with the free occurrences of all xk simultaneously replaced by the 
corresponding Ek. 
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We will treat an array of variables as a (partial) function. Given a function f, 
(f; i: U) is a function as f, except that it maps i on v. (f: il, . . . , in: vl, . . . , vn) is 
asf, except that the images of all ik are simultaneously redefined as the corresponding 
uk. (For more details see [6,8].) 
SL$ is statement list SL with every occurrence of statement S replaced by 
statement S’. 
3. Problem specification 
3.1. Semantic specification 
The programming methodology presented here can be applied to problems that 
are described by an assertion pair, what we call a semantic specification. Let us 
pick a problem and agree on a name for it, say, S. The semantic specification of 
problem S consists of an input assertion, S. pre, and an output assertion, S. post: 
S. pre: P 
S. post: R 
or, if it is clear that S is the problem referred to, 
(PI R) 
where P and R are predicates. P describes the problem’s input states and is called 
the input assertion, R describes the problem’s output states and is called the output 
assertion of S. The problem name S can be viewed as a statement that has to be 
refined such as to transform P into R. 
3.2. Time specification 
The intention is to make solutions to problem S efficient. In general, nothing 
special has to be specified to express this. But for certain problems an arbitrary 
attempt may not be good enough. Then the semantic specification is augmented 
by a performance specification. We deal only with one aspect of performance: 
execution time. Other important factors are, for instance, space and number of 
processors. (Ideally, the sole criterion should be cost, which usually involves all of 
the above and more.) 
Let us assume that result S. post is only useful if obtained within a certain time 
bound. Then a solution to S can only be considered correct if its execution adheres 
to this time bound. To request a time bound, we add a time specification to the 
semantic specification of problem S: 
S. pre: P 
s. post: R or (P, R, t) 
S. time: t 
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t is an integer function t&) of the problem’s input & (& is the vector of 
variables that appear in the input assertion S. pre) and defines, for every input, a 
time bound for the execution of solutions to S ; t may also be an ‘order of’ expression. 
In order to verify a time bound, the execution time of the operations performed 
by the used computer hardware has to be known. In this paper it will be described 
by a hardware-dependent function, A, which maps every hardware operation, say, 
op on an integer time A,. For instance, A:= denotes the execution time of an 
assignment. By predefining A, a time specification may be linked to a special 
machine, or a class of machines. A requirement that gives weights to operations 
can be expressed this way. Such requirements are general practice in the analysis 
of the time complexity of algorithms. 
3.3. Example : Sorting 
The problem of sorting an array a[0 . . n] of numbers into ascending order in 
O(n) time can be specified as follows: 
sort n. pre: i~oa[ilfR 
sort n. post: // (0 c i <j s n 3 a’[i] s a’[j]) A perm(a, a’) 
i.i 
sort n. time: O(n) 
where perm(a, a’) is the predicate that is true if the resulting array a’ is a permutation 
of its original value a, and false otherwise. 
4. Program development (the refinement proof system) 
In this chapter we introduce a preliminary proof system for the development of 
programs, the refinement proof system. It is powerful enough to aid the programmer 
in the discovery of a solution to the semantic part of the problem specification. 
The refinement proof system describes 
(1) the properties of a refinement, namely its semantics and (sequential) execution 
time, and 
(2) semantic properties of parts of the refinement, properties that will suggest 
computations whose semantics are those of the refinement but whose execution 
times may be different. 
The refinement proof system deals with refinements, not with computations. It 
can provide an execution time for refinements, but not for computations. If the 
refinement’s (sequential) execution time is not sufficient, a more detailed proof 
system, the trace proof system, has to be employed. This is the realm of Section 
5. The trace proof system describes computations, so-called ‘traces’, as opposed 
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to programs, and serves to verify that there are traces that have the refinement’s 
semantics but are sufficiently fast. 
Programs (described by the refinement proof system) provide algorithmic options. 
Traces (described by the trace proof system) reflect algorithmic decisions. 
From now on we will use the following terminology: 
Definition. (a) The proper components of a refinement S are the statements and 
guards in the refinement body of S and their proper components. The components 
of S are S itself and its proper components. 
(b) Statements for which no refinement is given and guards are basic. Statements 
that are refinement names are refined. 
(c) Variables and constants that appear exclusively in components of S are local 
to S. Variables and constants that appear in S and in some S’ which is not a 
component of S are global to S and shared by S and S’. 
(d) Refinement S with a set D of semantic declarations is the semantic version 
of S described by D, denoted SD. (If D = 63, SD is S.) 
(e) A semantic version SD that may be called from a user environment is an 
RL program. 
4.1. Timed assertions 
Our methodology will enable not only the determination of total semantic 
correctness but also the derivation of an upper bound for the program’s execution 
time that might be a prerequisite for performance correctness. Therefore we must 
use timed assertions for the description of program states. The idea is similar to [23]. 
Definition. A timed assertion P is of the form P,,, A Ptime, where the semantic part, 
P sem, is a predicate about the program’s variables, and the time part, or time stamp, 
Ptime9 is a predicate asserting the state of a fictitious variable, clock, as an integer 
function timep of the vector x’ of program variables: 
Ptime =df clock 2 timep(2). 
A timed assertion with time part true is a semantic assertion. A timed assertion 
with semantic part true is a time assertion or time stamp. 
Variable clock simulates a clock that keeps track of the execution time of the 
program. It is a hidden variable [18], appearing in assertions but not in programs. 
It is not an auxiliary variable [21, 221. Both hidden and auxiliary variables need 
not be implemented, but auxiliary variables must be added to the program to obtain 
a semantic proof. This methodology does not require auxiliary variables. 
The time stamp of timed assertion P specifies an execution time constraint for 
the program state described by the semantic part of P. In accordance with the 
weakest precondition calculus in which programs are derived from the postcondition 
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‘backwards’, we run the program clock backwards, i.e., view time as ‘running out’ 
rather than progressing. A time stamp may be interpreted as a predicate, Pti,e, or 
a function time,, whatever is more convenient. To make the parts of timed assertion 
P explicit, we will occasionally write (P,,,, P,i,,) or (P,,,, timep). 
Definition. Consider statement S and assertions P and R. We let {P} S {R} stand 
for an argument that establishes the truth of the formula P =I S(R), i.e., a proof 
that component S terminates and transforms assertion P into assertion R. We call 
{P} S {R} a proof of total correctness of S with respect to specification (Psem, R,,,, 
timep - timeR). The derivation of {P} S {R} yields for every statement S’ of S an 
assertion P’ satisfying the formula P’ 1 S’{R’}, where R’ is an assertion previously 
derived and known. P’ is called the precondition, pre(S’), R’ the postcondition, 
post(S’), of S’ in the proof {P} S {R}. 
A proof of S can be outlined by framing every statement in the program text 
with its pre- and postcondition enclosed in curly brackets. Owicki [21] calls this a 
proof outline and gives an example. 
When proving a solution to some timed problem specified by, say, (P, R, t) (where 
P and R are now semantic assertions), we normalize the output time stamp to 0 to 
obtain as input time stamp t, and write {P, t} S {R} for {P, t} S {R, 0). {P, t} S {R} 
can be read: “in order for S to establish R, nothing more than P has to hold 
immediately before the execution of S; also, if we start S with a supply of at least 
t time units (clock 2 t), the execution of S will not exceed that supply of time 
(clock zO).” Consequently, the execution of S will not require more than t time 
units (choose t as input time). 
There are, in general, many different proofs of S with respect to (P, R, t). As a 
solution to a logical inequality, P’ is one of many admissible preconditions for 
statement S’ of S. It is best to select the closest possible approximation of weakest 
precondition S’{R’} for the proof. Everything stronger than the weakest precondi- 
tion adds unnecessary constraints, but the weakest precondition itself may be 
difficult to express [2]. 
4.2. Formal refinement 
This section presents the formal definition of the programming language RL and 
its refinement mechanism. The language features of RL are described by a set of 
axiomatic weakest preconditions, so-called ‘language rules’. Each language rule 
defines the semantics and execution time of one programming feature. The process 
of program refinement is governed by four ‘refinement rules’. Each refinement rule 
states for a different refinement option under what conditions it is applicable. 
4.2.1. Language rules 
In the following rules we denote the evaluation time of expression E by a function 
Y(E). This paper is not concerned with the optimization of expression evaluations 
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(see, e.g., [14, 241 for research in this area), and therefore we do not provide a 
rigorous definition for Y(E). However, we will later in this section define Y(S), 
the execution time of a statement S. 
The rules also refer to an implementation-dependent function A that maps each 
hardware operation on its execution time. A discussion of A is beyond the scope 
of this paper. Note that for concurrent parts of a computation that are executed 
on processors of different types different functions A apply. 
Definition (Language rules). For all timed assertions R and some implementation- 
dependent integer-valued function A : 
(Ll) null: 
skip(R) =df R. 
(L2) assignment: 
(a) simple : 
x := E{R} ‘df R;, :;o”:::-,,,,-, =. 
(b) subscripted: 
x[EI]:=EZ{R}=~~R~~. : 
clock 
(x,El E2), clock-Y(E1 )-YUZ2 1-A =. 
Thus an array is treated as a (partial) function and an assignment to an array 
element as a change in the whole function (as in the axiomatic definition of Pascal 
D31). 
For the sake of simplicity, we do not distinguish the execution time of a simple 
and a subscripted memory reference: A:= is identical in both cases. We are also 
assuming that the value of an expression is always within the domain of the variable 
it is assigned to. 
(L3) composition : 
S1 ; SZ{R} =df Sl{SZ{R}}. 
Note that the time part of this rule reflects the time of sequential execution: the 
input time stamp of S.2 serves as output time stamp of Sl. However, this is only 
a first estimate. Semantic declarations may yield computations for SI ; SZ with 
improved execution time (Section 4.3). 
We can parameterize composition: ;:=r Si stands for SI ; . . . ; Sn. We call this 
construct a for loop. The loop bounds must be constant in the loop scope; i is a 
constant for every step Si and local to the loop. 
(L4) alternation : 
if BI-SI Cl.. * 0 &z-h% fi{R} =df ( itl (Bi A Si{R]j) ‘lock 
clock-Y[Bl,...,Bn)-Air 
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Bi-Si is called a guarded command [l, 21. Logical expression Bi is guard for 
alternative Si. The alternative whose guard evaluates to true is selected. If no guard 
is true the alternation fails. The present rule assumes that no two guards will be 
true at the same time, i.e., that the alternation is deterministic. We make this 
restriction in order to keep operational models for programs simple. Non-deter- 
minism requires a back-tracking mechanism in trace models for programs [12]. 
Y(B1,. . . , Bn) denotes the evaluation time of guards Bl, . . . , Bn. We could 
set Y(B1, . . . , Bn) =df Y(Bl)+. * * + Y (Bn), but often not all guards will have to 
be evaluated. A detailed definition of Y(B1,. . . , Bn) is not of our concern. Aif 
accounts for the branches necessary to select an alternative. 
In the programming example of this paper we will write if B then S fi and mean 
by that if B +S 0 -B-skip fi. 
(L5) refinement call: In this rule, we denote the call of refinement S?: SL, 
where y’ is a list of (formal) indices, by SE, where c’ is the corresponding list of 
actual indices. 
(a) no recursion : 
Acall represents the time spent transferring control to the refinement body. 
(b) direct recursion: A recursive refinement is approximated by a sequence of 
increasingly deeper finite recursions. To express the approximations we need a fail 
statement that will, however, not appear in RL programs; its sole purpose is to 
define formally recursive refinement: 
fail: abort(R) ‘df false. 
The ith approximation (Sf)i of recursive refinement Sy: SL performs at most 
i recursive steps or fails: 
(Sj$,: abort 
(i >O) (Sy’)i: SLf$j,_, . 
Note that (Sy’)i-1 is a component of (Sj’)i. The properties of recursive call SC’ are 
the limit of the properties of its finite approximations (SZ)i : 
s?(R) =df v (SC’),(R). 
iz-0 
(c) indirect or multiple recursion : The definition of the approximations is messier 
but conceptually not different: they also represent increasing levels of recursion 
(see a.0. [lo]). 
To avoid proving a refinement S for different postconditions R, calls can be 
related to a single refinement proof with respect to, say, postcondition Q (Q should 
not refer to indices or local variables of S): if i is the list of global variables of 
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S and u’ ranges over the values of z’ which establish Q, 
The details of this and a still simpler call rule are discussed in [8]. A more general 
reference is [7]. 
Examples. 
(1) x:=x+l{x=c,c~ock~O}=(x=c-l,clock~Y(x+l)+A:=). 
(2) x :=x+l;x :=n+l{x=c,clock~o} 
=x :=x+l{x=c-l,clock~Y(x+l)+A:=} 
5(x =c -2, clock ~2Y(x +1)+2A:=). 
(3) if x # O-+x := 0 II x = O-Lskip fi{x = 0, clock 3 0) 
= ((x # 0, clock F Y(O)+A:=) v (x = 0, clock ~O))~I~:j:-~,,,f~,x=~)~d,~ 
~l(~#O,clo~k~Y(0)+A:=+Y(x)+Ate~t+Ai~) 
V (X ~0, clock 5 Y(~)+Atest+Aif). 
Some remarks on for loops are necessary: 
A for loop is an indexed composition, but the corresponding semantic rule (L3) 
does not describe the properties of the index calculation. Consequently, although 
index calculations may be part of a program, they will not be described by that 
program’s formal properties. The following assumptions justify the neglect of index 
calculations: 
(a) For any for loop, all index values can be calculated before any step is executed. 
This assumption permits the neglect of index calculations for semantic decla- 
rations. 
(b) Index calculations are typically a negligible part of the program. 
This assumption justifies the neglect of the execution time of index calculations. 
(If all index values are calculated concurrently with program parts previous to the 
for loop, their impact on the program’s execution time is indeed close to nil.) 
The semantic part of (Ll) to (L3) is taken from Dijkstra [2], except for the 
subscripted assignment rule (L2b) which is from [6]. The semantic part of (L4) is 
a weakened version of Dijkstra’s alternation rule [l, 21: we presume deterministic 
alternations. The semantic part of (L5) is from [9] and subsumes Dijkstra’s do - * - od 
repetition rule [2]. The time part of (Ll) to (L5) is new, but a similar execution 
time calculus for a similar language can be found in [23]. 
1 Here we describe the guard evaluation time Y(x f 0, x = 0) as the time Y(x) needed to fetch x 
plus the time A,,,, of testing x for 0. 
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To make sure that RL as defined by the language rules has some elementary, 
always desirable properties, we check in [19] that the language rules satisfy a set 
of healthiness criteria suggested by Dijkstra [2] and others. 
The execution time of a statement S is defined as its weakest time precondition 
with respect to time postcondition 0: 
Definition. The execution time Y(S) of statement S is Y(S) =df S{clock 2 O}time. 
(Remember that Y(S) can be interpreted as a predicate or a function.) 
4.2.2. Refinement rules 
While the language rules describe the properties of the programming features 
of RL, the following refinement rules ensure the derivation of a semantically totally 
correct program, i.e., a program that satisfies the semantic problem specification 
and provide a proof that complies with the language rules. 
Definition (Refinement rules). Consider semantic specification (P, R). To obtain a 
refinement such that {P}S{R} choose one of the following: 
(Rl) continuance : 
choose S: skip if P 2 R. 
(R2) replacement: 
choose S: x := E if PIR& 
(R3) divide-in-2: 
chooseS:SI;S2 if~((P~SI{Q})A(Q~S2{R})). 
A divide-in-n comprises n - 1 divide-in-2 refinements in one step. A special case 
of divide-in-n is the for loop (see previous section). 
(R4) case analysis : 
choose S: if Bl-tSl 0 * . *OBndSnfi ifP?,iI(BiASi{R}). 
Rules (R3) and (R4) ask for further refinements. For more details on their proper 
choice see the notion of progress in [9]. 
The refinement rules are taken from [9], except that our case analysis requires 
deterministic alternations. 
4.3. Formal treatment of concurrency 
The refinement rules guarantee only semantic (not time) correctness. A specified 
execution time constraint may not be met because only semantic assertions, not 
time stamps, are taken into account. If the refinement is too slow, declarations of 
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semantic relations between certain refinement components have to yield a faster 
version. 
This section deals with the mechanism by which the execution time of refinements 
can be improved: semantic relations and their declaration. Semantic declarations 
do not extend or change the retinement in any way. They only make some of its 
properties more apparent, properties that can be exploited to speed up the 
execution. 
Semantic relations provide information about the semantic properties of a 
refinement. This information can be used to improve the refinement’s performance. 
We consider five semantic relations: idempotence, commutativity, full commutativ- 
ity, non-interference, and independence. As the refinement rules (see previous 
section), the semantic relations are defined with respect to semantic postconditions 
only. In the following, components in general are denoted with the letter 
statements in particular with S, and guards with B. 
Definition (Semantic relations). A semantic relation is an expression of the form 
! C, Cl & CL?, Cl Z-Z CZ, Cl + C2, or Cl )I CZ. 
For any semantic assertion R, 
(Sl) idempotence : 
!R B =df tme 
!R s =df (s{R}= s; S(R)). 
(S2) commutativity : 
B1 &R B2 =df true 
S&B qf((B /iS{R})=S{B AR)) 
(SJ) full commutativity : 
Cl #R C2 ‘df cl &Q c.2 for all basic components cl of Cl and c2 of CL?. 
Q is some intermediate proof assertion in the interleaving of Cl and CZ ; Q 
varies for different pairs cl, c.2. (For a rigorous definition see [lo].) 
(S4) non-interference : 
G1 + C.2 zdf any expression E in Cl contains at most one reference to 
at most one variable changed in C.2 ; if Cl contains x := E 
and CL? references x, then E does not refer to x nor to any 
variable changed by CZ; also, all of the above holds with 
Cl and C2 interchanged. 
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(S5) independence : 
cl I($? C2 ‘df Cl =R C2 A Cl + C2. 
Proofs of semantic relations follow the same concept as proofs of statements, 
but the terminology differs somewhat: 
Definition. Consider semantic relation 2 and semantic assertions P and R. We let 
{P} ZR stand for an argument that establishes the truth of the formula P 12~. We 
call {P}ZR a proof of semantic relation 2 for scope (P, R). P is called an enabling 
condition, R a result condition for 2. If Z holds for every scope it is called global, 
and its proof is denoted Z. 
For proofs of full commutativity, Cl # C2, globality is a very important concept. 
If all mutual commutativities that constitute relation Cl # CZ hold globally, the 
consideration of intermediate proof assertions in Cl and C2 can be spared. A full 
commutativity whose mutual commutativities are not global reflects very difficult 
semantics for which no easy handles should be expected. In fact, most semantic 
declarations should be global. 
Examples. 
(1) SIX :=3,.fRS~(x :=~{R}Ex 1~3;~ :=3{R})~(R;~(R$);)strue. 
(2) S:x := y,B:x=3, 
S&RB=((XG=~AX := y{R})=(x := y{x=3l\R})) 
=((x=~AR;)=(~=~AR;))=(R;~(x=~=~=~)). 
(3) Sl: y :=x+l,SZ:x :=3, 
s1&,_s2=(y:=x+1;x:=3{y=c}=X:=3;y:=x+l{y=c}) 
= (((y = cX)xY+r = ((Y = c).Z+1)3 
=(x+l=c=3+1=c)=(x=3). 
This is thus a proof of (y := x + 1) & (x := 3) for scope (x = 3, y = c). 
Every semantic relation ZR consists of equivalences SLl{R}=SLZ{R}. In case 
an equivalence is difficult to prove, try to prove something stronger: the conjunction. 
Let us discuss non-interference (S4). This relation is taken from Gries [5], but 
Gries does not give it a name and calls something else, close to our full commutativ- 
ity, non-interference. We quote some examples from [5]: 
Suppose component Cl changes a variable a. In order for component C2 not 
to interfere with Cl, it may not contain statements like a := a + 1 or b := a +a + 1. 
If Cl references a, then in CZ an assignment a := a + 1 must be written t := a + 1; 
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a := t, where t is not shared by Cl. The same restriction holds for an array, where 
we consider an assignment a[i] := E to be a change of the whole array a. Although 
the non-interference relation (S4) looks syntactic, it is a semantic condition: if there 
are subscripts, the set of common variables may depend on the subscripts’ values. 
64) requires indivisibility of memory reference. To quote [5] again: 
Suppose component Cl changes variable (location)2 A while component CZ is 
referencing A. The memory must have the property that the value of A which C.2 
receives is the value of A either before or after the update, but not a possible 
intermediate value. 
There is no reason why we should insist on this specific non-interference criterion 
(S4) other than that we believe it is the most practical. Other non-interference 
relations that make different demands at the hardware, e.g., existence of a test-and- 
set operation may replace (S4). Be aware, however, that the choice of non- 
interference criterion determines the independence a refinement will contain. 
The following relation of free non-interference does not rely on nice hardware 
properties. It is stronger than (S4) and thus yields less independence: 
(S4’) free non-interference : 
free 
Cl 04 C2 =df neither Cl nor CZ reads a bit that the other changes; Cl 
and C2 may change a common bit b if all assignments to 
b by Cl or C2 yield the same value, and neither Cl nor 
C2 reads 6. 
(53’) free independence : 
free free 
cl IIR C2 =df Cl =R C2 A Cl f4 C2. 
Certainly Cl + C2 does not imply Cl +free C2, but curiously, although it should, 
Cl efree C2 does not imply Cl &C2 either. Consider the following situation (due 
to Eike Best): 
Let x and y be two-bit variables, x, y E (0, 1,2,3}. Then the refinements 
Sl:x :=2*(ymod2)+(xmod2), 
S2:x :=2-(x mod2)+(y mod2) 
do interfere, -(Sl+SZ), but do not interfere freely, Sl +‘Iee S2: SI swaps the 
high-order bit of x with the low-order bit of y, and S2 swaps the other two bits. 
The reason is that the definition of + that we adopted from [5] is, simply but 
restrictively, phrased in terms of variables, not in terms of bits. Naturally, free 
non-interference works also on machines with indivisible memory reference. 
As a guideline for a derivation of refinements with potentially high concurrency 
there is a theorem that guarantees the free independence of two refinement 
’ It is presumed that each assignment updates only one memory location. 
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components. Most independence declarations will be applications of this theorem 
and will not require an extra proof: 
Theorem (Independence theorem). Two components Cl and CZ of which neither 
changes any variables appearing in both can be declared globally freely independent. 
Proof. Bl & B2: Always true. 
S & B: Pick any postcondition R. According to the premise, B does not refer 
to program variables changed by S. Therefore S keeps B invariant: 
S{B}=B. 
Commutativity follows by the identities: 
(B A S(R)) = (S(B) A S(R)) = (S{B AR}). 
Sl & S2: Pick any postcondition R. For any statement S, the weakest precondi- 
tion S(R) is derived by substituting variables changed by S in R, maybe using case 
analysis. According to the premise, the vector x’ of variables changed in one or 
both of Sl and SZ is split into two distinct subvectors 2 of the variables changed 
by Sl, and x2 of the variables changed by SZ. SI{R} results from substituting 
only variables of 2 by expressions using only variables of 2 and constants, and 
analogously for S2. (For the purpose of this proof, program variables changed 
neither by Sl nor by S2 can be considered constants.) Such distinct substitutions 
yield the same result, in whatever order performed. Therefore 
Sl {SZ{R}} = SZ{Sl {R}}. 
Cl ?Z C2: The previous argument can be applied to any pair of components of 
Cl and C2. 
Cl +free C2: Clear: there are no common data. 0 
4.3.2. Semantic declarations 
Semantic relations are documented in the program text by way of semantic 
declarations. 
Definition. A semantic declaration is a semantic relation Z stated after or within 
some refinement S for some scope, i.e., with optional enabling condition P and 
result condition R. 
We will only declare idempotence, commutativity, and independence. Relations 
that hold always, such as between guards, do not have to be declared. To this 
category belong also relations involving skip, and relations between S and -B if 
already declared between S and B (a lemma to this effect is contained in [19]). 
Therefore the hidden guarded command -B -skip in if B then S fi can be neglected 
for semantic declarations. for loop index calculations can also be ignored. 
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4.4. Example : Sorting 
Ch. Lengauer 
Here is a solution to the sorting problem specified in Section 3.3. Our refinement 
is an insertion sort adapted from [15], and is the same as in [20]: 
sort n : 1 Si 
i=l 
so: skip 
(i>O) Si: csi;Si-1 
csi: if a[i-l]>a[i] then swap i fi 
swap i: t[i] := a[i - 11; a[i -11 := a[i]; a[i] := t[i] 
/j\i#i-1, i, i+l: csillcsj. 
i.i 
We will now prove this sorting program with respect to the semantic part of the 
specification. We will also derive the worst-case execution time of the refinement 
and find out that it does not satisfy the time specification. We do not yet have the 
tools for a time proof of sort n with independence declaration. 
Let us denote the execution time of a comparison by c and that of a swap by s, 
and let 
Ri,j =df R?a;i,i:a[il,a[il) 
Then the properties of the refinement’s components are: 
sort n : 
so: 
(i>O) si: 
csi: 
swap i: 
g Si 
i=l 
{RI skip WI 
{csi{Si-11(R)} 
csi; Si-1 
{RI 
{((a[i-l]ca[i]AR) 
v (a [i - l]> a [i] A swap i{R>,-,,J)%Sk-,} 
{(Ri-l,i)~k’Z-sl 
t[i] := a[i - 11; a[i - 1 
{RI 
] := a[i]; a[i 
ifa[i-l]>a[i]thenswapifi 
] := t[i 
Aj#i--l,i,i+l: cs i))csj. 
i,i 
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The recursive expression for S i(R) will suffice for our purposes. The independence 
declaration holds globally because its operands obey the independence theorem of 
Section 4.3.1: for Ii -jl> 1, cs i and cs j do not share any variables. 
The properties of sort n can be stated precisely but awkwardly3: sort n(R) lists 
every permutation, its execution time, and the conditions under which it must be 
applied to sort the array; e.g., for a three-element array (n = 2) the following 
weakest precondition can be formally derived: 
clock 
sort 2{R}~((a[O]~a[l]~a[2]~R).~,,~-~, 
v~a[Ol~ua21~arll~R1,2~:I~::-3c~s 
v(a[2l~~rOl~a[ll A(Ro,,,,,*,c,f~~~-,,-,, 
v (u[ll<a[0l~a[2l m&:::-3c-s 
v (a[ll~:a2l~a[01 A (~1,*h1,sk-,,-2s 
v (a[21 < aLlI < a[01 A ((Ro,,,l,,,,,l,Sf~~~-3c~3s). 
We can describe the semantics of sort n as a predicate in the variable’ n (a proof 
is contained in [19]). Let I& denote the set of permutations of (0, 1,. . . , k) with 
1 k as identity. Define for any permutation TTTI, E nk, 
R,, =df RPa:O ,..., k: a[mre(O)] ,..., a[rr,c(k)l), 
ord(u[O.. k]) =df A (0 <i<jsk ~a[i]~u[j]). 
i,i 
RI, =R; ord(u[O . . k]) says that subarray a[0 . . k] is in order C; ord(a[O . . k]),, 
says that a[0 . . k] is in order G after permutation rk. Then, for semantic R, 
sort k(R) = ,kyI, (ord(u [0 . . k]) A R),,. 
sort n sorts any 12 + 1 elements on which < is a total ordering. Thus it satisfies 
the semantic specification of Section 4.3 and sorts any n + 1 numbers: 
sort n * pre 2 V ord(a[O . . n]),, 
~,~Ka 
= V ord(u[O . . n]),, A perm(u, a) 
mn E II,, 
== yh (ord(a[O . . n]) A perm(u, a’)),” 
” ” 
== yh (ord(u[O . . n]) A ord(u[O , . n]) A perm(u, a’)),, 
” ” 
= sort n {sort n * post}. 
3 The use of permutations is awkward in the inductive assertion method. Hints for specifications 
which enable easier proofs are in [4]. 
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We do not have to know the time properties of sort n for every array input. An 
execution time for a worst-case input will do because we specified only a worst-case 
requirement: 
k(k+l) 
Y(sortk)cy-. c * s. 
A proof is again in [ 191. The refinement alone does not satisfy the time specification: 
ik (k + 1) . c * s is O(k’). To verify that the independence declaration decreases the 
execution time sufficiently we have to use the trace proof system. 
5. The computations of a program (the trace proof system) 
In the previous chapter we have developed a proof system, the refinement proof 
system, which can describe the properties of refinements and suggest different 
computations with identical semantics. We now turn to a more powerful proof 
system, the truce proof system, which can describe these computations. It will serve 
to formalize the effects of semantic declarations on the set of computations of a 
refinement. 
We represent the computations of a program by sets of directed graphs called 
traces. (In fact, each trace still represents a set of computations, i.e., is rather a 
simpler program.) The trace set T(S) of refinement S contains the computations 
as prescribed by S with composition interpreted as sequential execution. Semantic 
declarations D ED for S transform its trace set and any trace set derived by a 
previous transformation into a semantically equivalent trace set. The transitive 
closure of all these transformations contains the computations of the semantic 
version SD of refinement S. The goal is to create a transformation that satisfies 
not only the semantic but also the time specification of the problem. 
5.1. Trace sets 
In this section we will describe the trace set T(S) of a refinement S, i.e., the set 
of computations as prescribed by S. 
Definition. A trace r is a finite directed connected acyclic graph with the following 
properties: 
The node set of T comprises instances of basic statements and guards in RL, 
plus concurrent command nodes, ($), where rl and r2 are two traces, called the 
tines of ($. All nodes have indegree 1 and outdegree 1, i.e., a trace is a sequence. 
A directed arc between two nodes vl and v2, vl + v2, is an output arc of vl 
and an input arc of 212. An arc is called an entry (exit) arc of r if it is not an output 
(input) arc for any node in T. 
We can compose trades ~1, 72 in sequence to rl -, r2 by merging the exit arc 
of rl and the entry arc of 72. 
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Concepts for traces can be applied to trace sets in the usual fashion: for trace 
set Tl, T2, 
(z) =,,((~~)I~IETI,~ZETZ). 
We may sometimes not take the trouble to distinguish a one-element set and its 
element, and omit the entry and exit arc when spelling out a trace. 
The trace set of component C contains the computations as prescribed by C 
with composition interpreted as sequential execution: 
Definition (Computation rules). The truce set T(C) of component C is of the 
following form: 
(CO) guard : 
T(B) =df @I. 
(Cl) null: 
T(skip) =df {skip}. 
(C2) assignment: 
(a) simple : 
T(x := J?) =df {X := J??}. 
(b) subscripted: 
T(x[EI]:=E~)=~~{x[EI]:=E~}. 
(C3) composition : 
T(Sl ; S2 ) =df T(Sl ) + T(S2). 
(C4) alternation : 
T(if Bl+Sl 0 . . ~OBn-tSn fi) =df,cI (T(Bi)+ T(Si)). 
(0) refinement call: (call SC’ with actual indices E of refinement Sf: SL with 
formal indices y’) 
(a) no recursion : 
T(Sc’) =df T(SL). 
(b) (direct) recursion : 
T(W =df U T((Wi) 
iSO 
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where 
(SjQ abort 
(i>O) (Sy)i: - SG&)i-l, 
and fail: T(abort) =df 0. 
Examples. 
(1) T(if x #O-+x := 00x = O+skip fi) = {x #0+x := 0, x = O+ skip}. 
(2) T(fuctn)={n =O+r := 1, 
n >O+n =O+r := l+r := r * n, 
n>O+n>O+n=O+r:=l+r:=r*n+r:=r*n, 
. . . 1 
forfactn:ifn=O+r:=lUn>O+fuctn-l;r:=r*nfi. 
The traces of a refinement S do not reflect its refinement structure: they contain 
only basic components. Of course, the traces of a refinement do not contain 
concurrent commands - composition is translated to sequential execution. 
Traces do not contain alternations, only guarded commands. The selection of a 
guarded command from an alternation in RL corresponds to the selection of the 
trace that contains that guarded command from the alternation’s trace set. (Remem- 
ber that RL programs reflect options while traces reflect decisions.) 
The traces of indexed refinements contain formal, not actual indices. The trace 
set semantics, to be defined next, will attribute to every occurrence of a formal 
index in a trace the actual index value established by the most recent call. 
Let us now describe the properties of the trace set T(C) of component C by 
trace rules similar to the language rules for RL (see Section 4.2.1): 
Definition (Trace rules). For all timed assertions R and some implementation- 
dependent integer-valued function A : 
(TO) guard : 
T(skip){R} =df R. 
(T2) assignment: 
(a) simple : 
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(b) subscripted: 
T(x[El] := E?){R} QRX.. 
clock 
(x,EI EZ), clock-Y(E~)-Y(EZ)-A,’ : 
(T3) composition : 
T(SI ; si? ){R} =df T(SI ){ T(S2 ){R}}. 
(T4) alternation : 
T(if BI+SI 0. * * 0 h-+.% fi){R} =df 
(ids ‘Bi * T’Si)‘R’)) :~::,,,,, _, Sn)_Air 
(TS) refinement calf: (call SC’ with actual indices c’ of refinement Sy’: SL with 
formal indices y’) 
(a) no recursion : 
T(Sc’){R} =df T(SL){R}~;S:~~kk~Y(E)~A,,,,. 
(b) (direct) recursion : 
T(W{RI ‘df ,y, T((Sc’)i){RI 
where 
(SJ%: abort 
. 
(i >O) (Sy)i: SL&J~_~. 
and 
fail: T(abort){R} ‘df false. 
Definition. The execution time Y(T(C)) of the trace set of component C is 
Y (T(C)) =df T(C){ClOCk 2 O}fime. 
The following theorem states that a refinement and its trace set have identical 
properties. This identity is crucial. It ensures the compatibility of our two proof 
systems: whatever a refinement represents in the refinement proof system is properly 
represented by its trace set in the trace proof system. 
Theorem. For all refinements S and timed assertions R, T(S){K}=S{R}. 
Proof. The identity is directly evident by comparison of language rule (Li) with 
tracerule (Ti), i=l, . . . . 5. 0 
We have defined the trace calculus in terms of trace sets which are derived from 
refinements. This permitted a trivial transformation of the refinement calculus into 
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a calculus for traces: language rules (Ll) to (L5) and trace rules (Tl) to (T5) are 
identical. However, what is really needed is a calculus for traces independent of 
their derivation. Hoare’s operational definition of the weakest precondition 
operator for traces [12] provides such a calculus and is consistent with our trace rules. 
5.2. Semantic transformation of trace sets 
Semantic declarations add computations for S. Formally, a set D of semantic 
declarations for refinement S transforms the refinement’s trace set T(S) or a 
previous transformation thereof into a new trace set. The transitive closure T(SD) 
of all such transformations contains the computations for the semantic version SD 
of s. 
We will see that all trace sets in T(SD) have identical semantics: the semantics 
of S. We call a trace set with the semantics of S a trace set for S. T(S) is the unique 
trace set of S. We do have a rule for the sequential composition of traces, given 
by (T3) and (C3). But some of the transformed trace sets will contain concurrency, 
and we need one more trace rule that describes the properties of concurrent 
composition: 
Definition (Additional trace rule). 
(T6) concurrent command: 
The semantics of a concurrent command are sequential: those of any interleaved 
computation. The full commutativity included in the independence requirement 
guarantees that all interleaved computations have the same properties (semantics 
and execution time). 
The execution time of a concurrent command is the maximum of the execution 
times of its tines, plus some constant A( ) that accounts, e.g., for processor manage- 
ment. The non-interference included in the independence requirement guarantees 
that both tines can be executed in parallel without delays. (We disregard delays 
due to indivisible memory reference.) 
With trace rule (T6) we have the means for expressing parallelism and can turn 
to the formal description of the effects of semantic declarations. A semantic 
declaration transforms a trace set by replacing parts of certain traces in it. 
Definition (Generation rules). Consider a semantic declaration D with operands 
Cl and C2, and a trace set T that contains occurrences of trace sets T(CI ) and 
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T(C2) (if D declares idempotence CZ need not be considered). D generates 
T’ from T iff 
(Gl) D is ! CZ, and T’ is T with, at one or more points, T(C1) in place of 
T(C1) + T(C1 ), or vice versa, or 
(G2) D is Cl & CZ, and T’ is T with, at one or more points, T(CZ)+ T(C1) 
in place of T(C1) + T(CZ ), or vice versa, or 
(G3) D is Cl IICY?, and (for arbitrary T”)T’ is T 
with, at one or more points in place of 
(i) 
or (ii) 
or (iii) 
T(C1) -+ T” 
T(C2 1 
T”;(Ey)) 
T(C1 )+ T(C2) 
or 
T(C2 ) + T(C1) 
or some subsumed commutativity or independence generates T’ from T. 
There must be three rules for the development of concurrency (G3): one to 
create concurrent commands (i), and two to extend already existing concurrent 
commands to the right (ii) and to the left (iii). “At one or more points” and “in 
place of” are formalized in [19]. 
Definition. Semantic declaration D generates T’ from { Ti ) i E I} iff D generates T’ 
from some %. 
We can now describe the computations of semantic version SD. We have to 
build the transitive closure of all transformations of trace set T(s) by semantic 
declarations in D. 
Definition. The transformation set T(sD) of semantic version SD is defined 
inductively: 
To(SD) =df W(S)1 
(i >O) E(SD) =df Z-_I(~~)~ { To 1 ,p generates To from Z-I(SD)) 
T(SD) =df U Ti(SD) 
iz0 
For all i >O, 5fe1(SD) E r(SD). In the absence of recursion T(SD) is finite: 
there is a k such that Ti-l(SD) = Ti(SD) for i 2 k, indicating that further applications 
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of semantic declarations do not generate new trace sets. If D = 4, then T(SD) = 
{T(S)}; thus $5 is S. 
We want to prove that the transformation of a trace set does not alter its semantics, 
i.e., that every trace set in T(SD) has the semantics of S. We have, in the refinement 
proof system, defined semantic relations for refinement components. However, 
now we are in the trace proof system and are dealing with trace sets, not with 
refinements. We must characterize semantic relations in terms of trace sets. 
The next lemma does just this. It can be viewed as justification for our choice 
of generation rules. The lemma implies that the transformation of a trace set does 
not alter its semantics, and the following theorem concludes inductively that all 
transformations of T(S) must have the semantics of T(S), i.e., the semantics of S. 
Lemma. For any components C, Cl, C2, and semantic assertion R, 
(4 
(b) 
!R C = (T(C)(R) = (T(C) + T(C))(R)), 
Cl &R C2 = ((T(CI ) + T(C2 )){R}= (T(C2 ) + T(C1 )){R}). 
(For semantic purposes, independence reduces to full commutativity, which is 
defined in terms of commutativity.) 
Proof. For statements S, Sl, SZ, and guards B, Bl, B2, and semantic assertion R, 
(4 !RB=true=((B AR)=@ AB AR)) 
=(T(B){RI=(T(B)-tT(B)){RH, 
!R S = (S(R) = S; S(R)) = (T(S) = (T(S) + T(S))(R)). 
(b) B1&RB2=true=((B1 ABZAR)=(BZABI AR)) 
= (( T(B1) + T(B2 )){R} = (T(B2 ) + T(B1 )){R}), 
SdkRB -((B AS{R})=S{B AR}) 
=((T(B)-, W))Wl=(W)-+ WU)WN, 
Sl&RS2=(S1;S2{R}=S2;Sl{R}) 
-((T(Sl)-,T(S2)){R}~(T(S2)-,T(Sl)){R}). 0 
Theorem. For any semantic version SD and any semantic assertion R, 
A T(R) = S(R). 
TsT(SD) 
Proof. Induction on the number of transformations: 
Base : D = 4, T(SD) = {T(S)}, T(S)(R) = S(R) (previous theorem). 
Ind. hyp.: Assume an nth transformation T of T(S), and T{R}=S{R}. 
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Ind. step: Let some d ED generate T’ from T. Since the weakest precondition 
of the subtrace set in T which d replaces and its substitute are in all cases identical 
(previous lemma), T’ has the same semantics as T. Thus T’{R}=S{R}. 0 
The semantics of different trace sets for S are identical, but their execution times 
will, in general, differ (otherwise the semantic declarations were pointless). To 
make the semantic version a solution to the problem, at least one trace set has to 
stay within the specified time limit: 
Definition. We let {P, t}SD {R} stand for an argument that establishes the truth of 
the formula (P, t) 1 T{R, 0) for some trace set T E T(SD), i.e., a proof of total 
correctness with respect to specification (P, R, t) for some transformation of T(S) 
by D. 
The previous theorem allows us to check semantic correctness of SD by proving 
the refinement S. However, in order to fulfil a time requirement, we may be forced 
to search T(SD) for a suitable transformation. This problem is addressed in 
Section 6. 
The trace proof system can describe the properties of a semantic version SD. It 
can tell whether SD is a solution to the specified problem, but not whether it is 
an optimal solution or what an optimal solution will look like. Our methodology 
emphasizes the development of safe, not of optimal programs. 
5.3. Example: Sorting 
We have to look at the transformation set of the semantic version of sort II 
presented in Section 4.4 and investigate if some transformation of the refinement 
trace set T(sort n) satisfies the time limit of O(n) specified in Section 3.3. 
Our trace notation has been designed to describe the effects of semantic declar- 
ations, not to describe specific traces or trace sets. We present some useful new 
notation now, but leave a more involved syntax for concise trace proofs to the user: 
fT1 ifn=l, 
(Ti)y=l = df 
ifn>l. 
The computation rules transform the refinement sort n into the following trace set: 
T(sort n) = n\ ( 
i-l 
i=l 
xT(csi-j) . 
> 
We may view cs i as a basic statement because the independence declaration for 
sort n does not refer to proper components of cs i. This allows us to interpret trace 
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sets for serf n as single traces: 
T(sortn)=7, =dfL 
( 
i-1 
i=l 
---+csi-j , 
j=O ) 
e.g., for a five-element array (n = 4), 
r4=cs l+cs 2+cs l+cs 3+cs 2+cs l+cs 4+cs 3+cs 2+cs 1. 
We noticed in Section 4.4 that the worst-case execution time of 7, is O(n2). We 
prove in [19] that 7, can be transformed by the given independence declaration to 
where 
0. cdf (cs i -2j)!t”‘2 
Jo 9 
e.g., for a five-element array, 
If we neglect processor management (A0 = 0),4 i, has a worst-case execution 
time of (2n - 1) . c . s, i.e., O(n). ?,, is fastest for this semantic version of sort n, but 
we need not prove that. We only have to know that it satisfies the specified time 
limit. a[0 . . n] can be sorted faster, in approximately II rather than 2n - 1 steps, 
by alternately comparing all odd pairs in parallel and all even pairs in parallel, n/2 
times. However, the according trace 
where 
cannot be derived from our refinement of sort n, not even if we additionally declare 
the idempotence of cs i, for all i. The trace does not constitute a bubble sort. For 
computations which are not a bubble sort, sort n must be refined differently. 
5.4. Operational models for traces 
We have already in Section 5.1 referred to an operational representation of 
traces: the exhaustive study of Hoare [ 121. Although Hoare considers only sequen- 
4 To obtain linear execution time for a program with unbounded concurrency, A<, must be negligible. 
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tial execution, the semantics of concurrent command rule (T6) are clearly consistent 
with the arbitrary interleaved execution of the two tines in his operational model: 
the semantic part of (T6) is the weakest precondition of every interleaved execution. 
Operational models commonly simulate concurrency by interleaved execution, 
but if we want to model execution time and not only semantics we are in need of 
truly parallel execution. We can represent it by tokens propagating along the arcs 
of traces. 
Node u of trace T is activated when the input arc of u carries a token. Upon 
termination of the node, the token is transferred from the input to the output arc 
of u. If a guard evaluates to false, a token is placed on an imaginary second output 
arc instead. We call it abort arc since a token on it signifies abortion of the trace. 
Abort arcs are exit arcs. Activating a concurrent command means placing a token 
on the entry arc of every tine. 
A call of a refinement S places a token on the entry arc of every trace in its 
trace set T(S). If a token reaches the exit arc of its trace, that trace models a legal 
computation for this call. All traces are simultaneously executed to the point of 
termination or abortion. The call of a refinement S with semantic declarations D 
can be modelled by simultaneous calls of all trace sets T E T(SD). The transforma- 
tions whose tokens come to rest first are fastest. 
Lamport provided a formalism to describe the safe movement of tokens [16] 
that can be adapted to suit our trace model. Details are in [19]. 
6. Implementation 
In the previous chapter we have described a semantic version SD by the transfor- 
mation set T(SD). Its members are the trace set T(S) of refinement S and a number 
of transformed trace sets with the same semantics as T(S). This chapter discusses 
the implementation of SD, i.e., the selection of a suitable trace from T(SD) for 
execution. 
First some general remarks: 
Executing a program concurrently is not going to be simpler or cheaper than a 
sequential execution. It is going to be faster, though, and in order to save time in 
execution we will, in general, have to expend additional effort previously. 
Let us assume a program that we cannot or do not want to optimize. However, 
we want it to take less time than it does if executed in sequence. To keep the length 
of the execution within the desired limits, we have to ravel the program’s com- 
ponents into a sufficient number of concurrent tines. This is no improvement of 
the program’s computing effort. We merely choose to invest in processing power 
rather than execution time. 
The following observation tells us the range of execution speed-up we can expect 
from a semantic transformation: 
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Observation.5 Let the degree of concurrency, or width, T(T) of trace set T be the 
maximum number of parallel tines in any trace of T. Y(T) is the execution time 
of T as defined in Section 5.1. 
Then, for every trace set T E T(W) generated from trace set T(S) of some 
refinement S by semantic declarations D (without idempotence), 
Y(T(S)) 
r(T) s J’-(T) 5 Y(T(S)). 
The best we can hope for is that T maintains its maximum degree of concurrency 
all the way, dividing the length of T(S) by r(T). In other words, the execution 
speed-up of the refinement by trace set T is bounded by the degree of concurrency 
of T: 
Y(T(S)) <r(T) 
Y(T) . ’ 
Phrasing it more loosely (neglecting constants): to save some order of execution 
time, we have to add that same order of concurrency. Take, for example, the sorting 
program sortn. Its sequential execution time is O(n2) (see Section 4.4). A concur- 
rency degree of O(n) improves the execution time to O(n) (see Section 5.3). 
Concurrency must be maintained to an adequate extent throughout the execution, 
or the order of execution speed-up may fall short of the order of number of 
processors involved in the execution. sort n maintains concurrency adequately. 
The derivation of the concurrent from the sequential trace set embodies the 
additional effort we have to expend. This is part of the concern of this section. 
We also have to describe the execution of the concurrent trace set we arrive at. 
In the operational models (Section 5.4) we view the execution of a trace set as the 
simultaneous execution of all its traces. For an implementation, we have to be 
more realistic. There is an easy implementation for any refinement S, and therefore 
also for its trace set T(S). But we will have to restrict the effect of semantic 
declarations in order to keep transformed trace sets as easily implementable. 
6.1. Trace sets 
This section discusses the selection of a trace from some trace set T for refinement 
S for execution. 
For T(S), the trace set of S, a selection is easy: if S does not contain alternatives, 
there is only one trace, and for every alternative IF in S, the trace of T(IF) to be 
executed can be chosen by evaluating the guards of IF in any order. 
Guard evaluation as a mechanism for trace selection works only if the traces 
containing some guard of IF are indistinguishable up to that guard. In other words, 
5 This is really an observation about individual traces, not trace sets. But we are here primarily 
concerned with trace sets. 
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trace differences must always originate at guards. We will call a trace set with this 
property simple. It can be represented by a tree whose branches originate in guards. 
Each path form the root to a leaf of the tree corresponds to one trace in the set. 
For every refinement S, T(S) is simple. However, semantic transformations may 
introduce non-simple trace sets. Consider the following situation: 
S: SO; IF 
IF: if Bl-+Sl 0 BZ-S2 fi 
SO & Bl, SO & B2. 
The trace sets for S in this semantic version are 
Tl =df{SO-+Bl+Sl, SO+BZ+SZ}= T(S) 
T2 =,,{Bl+SO+Sl, SO+BZ+SZ} 
T3 =,,{SO-+Bl+Sl, B2+SO+B2} 
T4 =,,{Bl+SO-+Sl, BZ+SO+BZ}. 
Tl and T4 are simple, but T2 and T3 are not. We have to restrict the effect 
of semantic declarations such that only simple trace sets can be generated. 
Restriction 1. Let 0 stand for any binary semantic relation. Consider some com- 
ponent C, and guarded command Bk -+Sk of some alternation IF with n guarded 
commands. Consider a semantic declaration Zi =df C 0 Bi (i = 1, . . . , n). 
Then we may apply all Zi simultaneously to some instance of IF, but if Zi does 
not hold for some i, no Zi (i # i) may take effect. 
With this restriction, all guards of an alternative are subjected to identical 
semantic transformations and simpleness is preserved. 
If we apply it to the example, T2 and T3 are eliminated. And withdrawing one 
of the semantic declarations has the effect of withdrawing both. 
6.2. Semantic transformation of trace sets 
This section discusses the selection of a trace set T for refinement S from the 
transformation set T(SD) of semantic version SD for execution. 
We will perform most of the trace set transformations before run time. An 
execution in the specified time limit must be guaranteed before run time. But we 
will also during execution allow final touches that require no or negligible additional 
processing. 
6.2.1. Before run time 
If we represent the trace set T(S) of refinement S as the computation rules (CO) 
to (C-5) suggest (Sect. 5.1), T(S) can be computed in time linear with respect to 
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the length of S. The transformation set T(SD) of a semantic version SD of 
refinement S is recursively enumerable (Section 5.2). However, the length of the 
transformation sequence that generates some T from T(S) may be immense - as 
bad as the sequential execution of S for every input. 
The complexity of transformation of T(S) is governed by two factors: 
(1) The number of traces (the cardinality of T(S)). 
The cardinality of T(S) grows exponentially with the number of alternations in 
S: if S has m alternations with n guards each, T(S) contains IE”’ traces. 
(2) The number of applications of a semantic declaration in a trace. 
The number of transformations of a trace grows exponentially with the number 
of times a semantic declaration can be applied in that trace: n possible applications 
generate 2” - 1 traces, one for each combination of applications. 
Here is some advice on how the complexity of semantic transformations can be 
reduced: 
(1) To mitigate the impact of a large number of traces, avoid declarations that 
refer to components inside alternatives. For the purpose of semantic transforma- 
tions, alternations that are below the level of semantic declarations can be viewed 
as basic statements: their alternatives need not be individually transformed. 
In Section 6.3 we mention a class of sorting programs whose declarations never 
need to refer inside alternatives. For the purpose of semantic declarations, their 
trace sets reduce to single traces. 
(2) Compilable concurrency must be the result of finitely many semantic transfor- 
mations. The following restriction cuts T(SD) down to finite cardinality: 
Restriction 2. A semantic transformation inside a recursion may only be performed 
if it applies identically at every level of the recursion, and then it must be applied 
at all levels simultaneously. 
Then T(SD) is finite, because all applications of a declaration inside a recursion 
generate together at most one transformation T’ from any T for S. By definition, 
only recursion can make a transformation set infinite. Weaker restrictions are 
conceivable. A declaration inside a recursion may generate any finite number of 
transformations to keep T(SD) finite. 
For more on the implementation of semantic transformations see the thesis [19]. 
6.2.2. At run time 
Ideally, we would like to resolve all semantic declarations statically, before run 
time. But the right choice of trace set may depend on factors which are difficult to 
predict, like input data or time properties. If a sufficient execution time is already 
guaranteed, some remaining decisions are better resolved during execution. 
The only run-time technique for trace set selection that we investigate here is 
racing. Assume a set of operations that are independent up to a point determined 
by their progress relative to each other. Instead of having the compiler select a 
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trace set based on predicted execution times, we can race the operations during 
program execution to their point of dependence. 
In RL, such a situation involves independence declarations that mutually exclude 
each other. The mutual exclusion of semantic declarations is to be distinguished 
from the mutual exclusion of program components. A set of semantic declarations 
is mutually exclusive if the application of any one declaration in the set renders 
the other set members unexploitable. The following RL program offers a possibility 
to race components A and B : 
S: A;B 
A: Al;AZ 
B: Bl;BZ 
(1) A&B 
(2) Abl 
(3) BIIAl. 
Imagine, for instance, A and B sharing a variable in their second component, while 
working on distinct variables in their first. Commutativity (1) makes both indepen- 
dence declarations (2) and (3) exploitable. But whenever one is applied the other 
cannot be. Note that (2) and (3) together can be refined to 
(4) Al IIBl 
(6) A2 1181. 
A race of A and B makes at run time a choice between the mutually exclusive 
declarations (5) and (6): start Al and Bl in parallel, applying (4); if Bl terminates 
first continue in parallel with B2, applying (5); if Al terminates first continue in 
parallel with AZ, applying (6). In the described program, racing A and B always 
yields an optimal execution: 
If Bl is faster than Al, trace rl =df (,I’!.&,) +A2 is selected, 
if Al is faster than Bl, trace 72 =df (*l&*‘) + B2 is selected. 
Their execution times are: 
Y(~l)=max(Y(Al), Y(Bl)+Y(BZ))+A(,+Y(AZ) 
i 
Y f’ 
= y;” 
=df Y(A1 )+A<>+ Y(A2) if Y(B1) s Y(Al ), 
=df Y(Bl)+Y(BZ)+A(,+Y(AZ) if Y(Al)cY(Bl), 
Y(rZ)=max(Y(Al )+Y(AZ), Y(B1 ))+A(,+Y(BZ) 
=df Y(BI )+A<)+ Y(B2) if Y(A1 )s Y(Bl), 
=& Y(Al)+Y(A2)+Ac,+Y(B2) if Y(Bl)sY(Al). 
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Because Yy’ s Yf’, 71 is the better choice if Bl is faster than Al, 
because Y:” c Y?‘, ~2 is the better choice if Al is faster than Bl. 
In more complicated situations, racing may not produce an optimal execution. 
In fact, it can be arbitrarily bad. Assume, for instance, that A and B regain their 
independence at some point: 
S: A;B 
A: Al;AZ;A3 
B: Bl;BZ;B3 
(1) A&B 
(2) A Il{Bl, B3) 
(3) B /{Al, A3). 
If Bl is faster than Al, trace ~-1 =df <r&~~> + (As<A3) is chosen, 
if Al is faster than Bl, trace 72 =df (ArGiA2) + (&!?BLI) is chosen. 
If we take, for example, the following execution times for A and B, 
Y(Al ) = 2, Y(AZ)= 1, Y (A3 ) = 20, 
Y(B1) = 1, Y(B2 ) = 20, Y(B3)= 1 
sequential execution takes 4.5, trace rl 42, and trace 72 24 time units. A race would 
select rl because Bl is faster than Al, achieving almost none of the speed-up that 
is possible. Of course, the long operation B2 on shared data should be in parallel 
with the long independent tail component A3. Racing does not work here because 
the execution time of only the initial independent parts of A and B are determining 
the selection. For components which gain or regain independence after a period 
of dependence, methods with look-ahead are required. But this may be too costly 
at run time. 
6.3. Example : Sorting (networks) 
For the purpose of semantic transformations, we were able to interpret the trace 
set of refinement sort n (Section 4.4) as a single trace (Section 5.3). Knuth calls 
sort n a sorting network. A sorting network is a sorting refinement with a “homo- 
geneous sequence of comparisons, in the sense that whenever we compare Ki versus 
Ki, the subsequent comparisons for the case K, < Kj are exactly the same as for the 
case Ki > K,, but with i and j interchanged” [15]. The alternations in such 
refinements are hidden inside comparator modules (in sort n they are the components 
cs i) which, when considering concurrency, can be viewed as basic statements. For 
the purpose of semantic transformations, trace sets for sorting networks reduce to 
single traces. 
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Here is another refinement with the same semantics as sort n. We add semantic 
declarations for similar concurrency: 
other sort n : I Si 
i=l 
so: skip 
Si: ifa[i-l]>a[i]thenswapi;Si-lfi 
swap i : t[i] := a [i - 11; a[i - l] := a [i]; a [i] := t[i] 
(1) Ajjfi-l,i,i+l: swupiIlu[j-l]>u[j] 
hi 
(2) /j\i#i-1, i, i+l: swupijlswupj. 
i.i 
other sort n has the same order of execution time as sort II: O(n2) for the 
refinement, O(n) for the given semantic version. The exact time properties of other 
sort n are better than those of sort n : other sort n omits obsolete comparisons. But 
it is not a sorting network, and every trace must be transformed individually. 
The declarations of both sort n and other sort n obey Restrictions 1 and 2. 
7. Conclusions and further research 
The concurrency of RL programs in its present form is less flexible than that of 
conventional process programs. RL programs are not asynchronous as are process 
programs. Consider the process program 
x :=o; 
cohegin (X := x + 1); SI 
// SZ ; await (x > 0 + “use x “) 
coend 
where Sl and SZ use distinct variables and do not use x. With execution times 
Y(x :=O)=l, Y(x := x + 1) = 2, Y (SI ) = 4, 
Y(x >O) = 1, Y(“use x”) = 2, Y(SZ)=3 
this program can be executed in at best seven time units. (Note that the condition 
x > 0 is instantly satisfied when tested.) The corresponding RL program, 
S: x :=O;A;B 
A: x :=x+l:Sl 
B: S2; “use x” 
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has three concurrent traces, 
x :=0+x :=x+1+ ( Sl ) SZ+“usex” ’ 
x := o+(x =g+l)+(“u~~x.‘)’ 
x:=0+ ( x :=x-i-l+Sl s2 > + “use x” 
whose executions all require eight time units. 
The reason for this inoptimality is that we describe the semantics of RL programs 
by sequences of basic RL statements. A basic statement cannot be split further, 
e.g., between two concurrent commands as this example requires. To derive an 
optimal solution the refinement would have to be continued, maybe, to a very low 
machine level. 
The calculus in its present form does not permit program properties to vary due 
to overlapped execution. A popular programming problem of this type is concurrent 
garbage collection as described for a LISP environment by Dijkstra [3] and Gries 
[5]: Assume a program part mu~uation i producing garbage, and a colkction concur- 
rently appending garbage to a list of free space. In a process program the concurrency 
of mutation i and collection can be proved as long as we expect afterwards only 
the garbage of mutations previous to i is collected. But in RL the corresponding 
declaration 
mutation i JIR collection 
where 
R =& garbage of mutations previous to i collected 
is not legal. The interleavings of mutation i and collection do not have identical 
properties: in some collection will pick up the garbage produced by mutation i, in 
others it will not; mutation i cannot be proved commutative with collection’s earch 
for more garbage. The process program works because there the outcome of guard 
evaluations may vary for different interleavings. Programs whose ,properties vary 
for different interleavings are messy. Including them into RL would seriously 
complicate semantic relations and the properties of concurrent commands. 
Semantic proofs are of linear complexity with respect to the length of the program. 
For every trace set, time proofs are linear. The complexity of a time proof for the 
program is determined by the effort expended on finding a satisfactory trace set, 
i.e., by the complexity of the search algorithm and transformation sequence used, 
or the comprehension of the user who performs the transformation on paper. If a 
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satisfactory transformation can be found in linear time, the entire proof of the 
program is linear. 
For a more general assessment of the methodology see the summary of [20]. 
One of our goals was to deduce the concurrency in a program from its semantic 
properties. We express semantic properties in the weakest precondition calculus 
but are not quite satisfied with the definition of the most difficult property: non- 
interference. It is evident that the relation 6 is not “a simple convention” [21]. 
Despite its syntactic looks it is a semantic condition, for example, when subscripted 
variables are involved. We would like to relate non-interference, as all other 
semantic relations, to a postcondition. + is of practical relevance, but +free is of 
theoretical interest. We know that + is not the weakest condition for non-inter- 
ference assuming memory interlock on variables. But can +free still be relaxed? 
Our list of semantic relations is not exhaustive. For example, relaxing the 
equivalences in the weakest preconditions for commutativity to implications yields 
semi-commutativity [ 111. Full semi-commutativity and semi-independence are 
defined accordingly. (Semi-idempotence does not seem very useful.) For a program 
with semi-relations semantics become an execution-dependent property. The 
refinement represents the computations with the strongest semantics. We know 
only S(R) 3 T(R) for every transformation T. 
Our programming calculus, as it stands, assumes a centralized machine architec- 
ture (a number of processors with shared memory). The thesis [19] describes how 
RL programs can be implemented on distributed machines. The timing calculus 
can even account for speed differences of processors. But to model the time lags 
of inter-processor communication we need an additional rule for inter-processor 
assignments which has the semantics of language rule (L2) but different time 
properties. This would enable us to represent distributed computations. However, 
a methodology for programming distributed machines should make a behaviour- 
oriented approach and, at this point, our methodology does not. We tried to add 
behaviour specifications [17] but found no satisfactory formalism so far. Behaviours 
are much more complicated than semantic or time properties. 
However, the most urgent work remains to be done on the implementation of 
the concept of semantic declarations. We take a first step towards formalizing a 
methodology that incorporates the derivation of concurrency rather than postulating 
the existence of some concurrency situation. This paper provides a formal semantic 
model but is rather vague on its implementation. In our approach, the hard problem 
is the compilation, not the execution of the program. What algorithm can replace 
the intuition of the programmer in the search for a suitable trace set and still be 
of acceptable complexity? 
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